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Modification of Otrebski's theorem for equivalent observation systems 

The paper presents a suggestion of modification of Otrebski' s theorem for some special 
structures of geodetic networks. The modification leads to forming up the conditional equation 
system with unknowns. A new parameter as a global criterion of evaluation of the quality of the 
networks characterized by an inhomogenous observation system, has been introduced as well. 

INTRODUCTION 

Parameters describing the reliability features of construction of geodetic net 
works are mainly based on the size of set of observations and that of unknowns (see: 
[l, 4, 5, 6]), but they are usually correlated with their accuracy factors. Such cor 
relation occurs in the case of networks that are characterized by a homogeneity in 
a sense of both the internal geometry and the system of control points. For the sake of 
simplicity of getting these parameters, they are often used as the criteria in accuracy 
comparison of network variants. They are however not appropriate for evaluating 
observation sets, which include several types of observations, e.g. spatial networks 
(plane observations and vertical ones). One of them is so called Otrebski's parameter, 
which is a measure of an average improvement in network accuracy as a result of 
adjusting the observations by the least squares method [8]. In the light of definition of 
the relevant theorem [3], this parameter (p) is expressed by means of the a'priori
known sizes of data sets: 

1 Ill {12 n-I-i=-=pm i=1µ; m
(1) 

where: /l~, fl~ - diagonal elements in observation covariance matrix before and after 
adjustment (respectively), m - number of observations, n - number of unknowns. · 
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The p number is called Otrebski' s parameter. In professional geodetic literature (e.g. in 
[7, 8]) this theorem is being proved in many various ways, for example by calculating the 
trace of the matrix product: A ·Qi, where: P - weight matrix of observations, Qi. 
- covariance matrix of adjusted observations. 

Thus to prove thesis of the theorem (1), it is enough to prove that 

Tr {P· Qi}= n (2) 

On the basis of definition [3] it can be said, that p parameter as a global parameter of 
network, characterizes the average network quality but only for the geometric elements 
observed. 

Research work realised by author [2] has proved that: if an observation system is 
homogeneous (every point is determined by similar redundancy number), then the decrease 
in value of p parameter (more redundancy) involves an improvement in local accuracy 
characteristics. In general, if the number of unknowns n remains unchanged and the 
observation number m is increased by Sm, (m1 = m + D..m), then every accuracy 
characteristic of the network must be improved. The improvement of the local point 
parameters (e.g. mean errors of coordinates) depends on the connection between a point 
determined and the new observations. The change in the value of Otrebski' s parameter 
follows then by the principle: 

n
p - D..p = m + t,,. (3) 

hence 

1J D..p=p·--
1] + l 

tsm where: 1J = -- is a relative increase in number of observations. 
m 

(4) 

Assuming that Srn < < m, the approximation can be used: 

D..p 17
= "" 17,

p 1J + l 
(5) 

what means, that the relative decrease in value of pis comparable to the relative increase in 
number of observations m. Things look differently when comparing network variants, in 
which both number of observations and that of unknowns, are being changed (e.g. if adding 
new points to a net or converting the two-dimensional net to three-dimensional net). The 
condition of decrease in value of Otrebski's parameter results from the inequality: 
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n+ b..n < n 
m w Sm m 

(6) 

It takes place only if 
___Afl_ < _!1._ , 
Sm m 

(7) 

that is, if the relative increase in number of unknowns is lower than the relative increase in 
number of observations. In all other situations Otrebski' s parameter as a global criterion, 
does not decrease, that is, it either remains invariable 

(8) 

or increases 

_A!2_ > _!1._, 
b..m m 

(9) 

The last case (increasing in value of p) is a symptom of a disturbance in the network 
homogeneity. 

The new observation system which is added, is internally worse than that one hitherto 
existing: 

b..n 
D..m =».> p, (10) 

where: p1 - internal Otrebski' s parameter for the added observation system. 
However, formula (10) does not mean that the local characteristics of network accuracy 

will be worsened. It can relate e.g. to the accuracy comparing of a horizontal network with 
the spatial one, which has been formed by including additional spatial observations (zenith 
angles, slope distances) in the horizontal network. If added observations bring any 
redundancy into network (b..n < b..m), then the decrease in the value of mean errors of 
horizontal coordinates must take place. However, behaviour of the global Otrebski's 

. . b..n 
parameter will depend on the relation b..m · 

From the above analysis it results that the use of Otrebski's parameter in its standard 
form (l) as a global criterion for comparison of accuracy variants of networks, is limited in 
principle to the case of homogenous network, even in a sense of dimension space. 

But a question appears: is there a possibility of such modification of Otrebski 's theorem, 
by means of which one could determine (with taking all observational data into 
consideration) the value of the relevant parameter (p) for the subset of unknowns 
characterized by a homogeneity of their determining ? It turns outthere is such a possibility. 
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1. Modification of Otrebski's theorem for equivalent observation system

Theoretical base of the modification of Otrebski' s parameter is the principle of 
elimination of the unknowns from observation equations and forming an equivalent system 
of conditional observations with unknowns. For better explanation I will use an example: 
There is a well known way of elimination of the orientation unknown from observation 
equations by summing up all the equations and subtracting the average equation from every 
observation equation. The new system of observation equations obtained is an equivalent 
system without orientation unknown. In general, the value of Otrebski's parameter can be 
calculated as follows: 

n
P1 = m (11) 

P2 = 
n - r 
m - r (12) 

where: Pi, p2 - Otrebski' s parameter before and after elimination of the orientation 
unknowns (respectively), r - number of station points equal to the number of orientation 
unknowns. 

Parameter p2 includes some information about evaluation of the network without 
orientation unknowns, so it only applies to the independent observations. As we are usually 
interested in determining the point coordinates, and not in determining the orientation 
unknowns, so the p2 parameter seems to be more relevant criterion of evaluating the 
network quality. 

The above example suggests the possibility of similar modification of Otrebski's 
theorem. In general we can consider elimination of any number r of parameters being 
determined. The modified Otrebski' s parameter will be: 

p (r) = n-r
m - r 

(13) 

One can prove this formula in similar manner as in the classical case (2). Let us assume that 
in the initial system of m observation equations we can specify two groups of unknowns of 
sizes: n - rand r (respectively). This system can be written as: 

(14) 

The initial matrix of coefficients A is divided into two sub-matrices: 

(15) 
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Two vectors of unknowns 0X1 and oX2 are characterized by sizes: (n - r) and 
r (respectively). By eliminating r unknowns from this system we obtain a new system with 
(m - r) equations of rank r' = (n - r). It is the system of conditional equations with 
unknowns: 

a . ox! = I + C . V = l + w' (16) 

where: a - (m-r) x r' matrix of coefficients, - transformed vector of free terms 
(pseudo-observations), c - (m-r) x m matrix, - vector of corrections to pseudo- 
observations. 

The covariance matrix for the equivalent system of pseudo-observations (in agreement 
with the law of propagation of variance) will be then expressed by formula: 

(17) 

The covariance matrix of vector of unknowns X1 can be written as: 

(18) 

The covariance matrix of adjusted vector of pseudo-observations (I= I + w) will be: 

(19) 

For the determined covariance matrices, Otrebski' s theorem can be proved in the same way 
as it was in the basic proof [3): 

(20) 

where: I - unit matrix of size [r' x r']. 
Thus the modified Otrebski's theorem has been proved. 

2. An example of application of the new parameter

There is an example of angular-linear network shown in Fig. l. Let us assume that 
it includes 2 control points and 7 points to be determined. In the first case the net is 
treated as a two-dimensional construction, so the set of observations consists of 12 lengths 
and 15 independent horizontal angles. In the second case the horizontal net is supported 
by some additional vertical angles and now it is a three-dimensional net. Apart from the 
increase in number of observations, there is an increase in that of unknowns (additional 
altitudes). 
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The relation between the new observation number and that of unknowns in added 
observation set, complies with the condition (7). 

o - station point 
!::,. - control point 

Fig. I. An example of the angular-linear network 

In Table l there are compared both the characteristic quantities and value of p parameter 
for several variants of the observation set. It is worth noting that the new observations 
always cause an improvement in the quality of network (in a sense of p parameter), 
irrespective of whether the added set is internally better or worse than that hitherto 
existing. 

Tab I e I. Comparison of characteristic quantities for various variants of network 

Horizontal model of network An observ. system added Three dimensional 

Number of Number of 
network 

o z P1 = 
ci lengths horizoni. all UD- vertical altitudes ml= 111 = C: I /',n n1-r

angles observ. knowns 11 angles m + h.,a p =-;-;; p=- 11 + r --- 6 d h, m r d+h; h,, (/',m) r (/',n) /',m m, - r
11 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO Il 12 

I 12 15 27 14 0.52 - - - - 

2 12 15 27 14 0,52 15 9 0,60 42 25 0,42 
3 12 15 27 14 0,52 19 9 0,47 46 25 0,38 
4 12 15 27 14 0,52 24 9 0,38 51 25 0,33 
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CONCLUSIONS

The classical Otrebski' s theorem, as a criterion of accuracy comparison of network
variants, should be applied to the case of homogenous network. This restriction is related to
the set of observations and set of unknowns as well as to dimension of space of analysed
network.

However, this theorem can be modified by eliminating some elements from the
observation equations. The elements being determined, that cause an inhomogeneity in the
observation system, are being eliminated. It leads to forming up the equivalent system of
conditional observations with unknowns. In this way, we obtain a modified Otrebskis
theorem, which can be used e.g. to the research on reliability of a horizontal network
supported with observations of vertical angles. In this case the altitude unknowns are being
eliminated from the observation equations.
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Modyfikacja twierdzenia Otrębskiego dla ekwiwalentnych układów obserwacyjnych

Streszczenie

Praca zawiera propozycję modyfikacji twierdzenia Otrębskiego dla tak zwanych ekwiwalentnych układów
obserwacyjnych. Modyfikacja prowadzi do utworzenia układu równań warunkowych z niewiadomymi.
Przedstawiono również koncepcję zastosowania nowego parametru, jako globalnego kryterium oceny jakości
sieci geodezyjnych cechujących się pewną niejednorodnością układu obserwacji.

Taosyui Fapeynn

MOL111CjJHK3UIUI 'reopewst 0TpeM6CKOro Lilla JKBHBaJJeHTHhIX 11a6J110L13TeJlbHhIX CHCTeM 

Pe3!0Me

8 paóore npencranneuo rtpennoscenue MO.UH(flHKaUHH 'reoper-iu OTpeM6CKOro LIJ151 T.H.
JKBHBaJJeHTHb[X Ha6moL1aTeJ1bHblX CHCTeM. Mo.1111cpHKaUHJI npHB0LIHT K cocnamuo CHCTeMbl ycnosuux
ypaBHeHHH C HeH3BeCTHblMH, flpeL1CTaBJ1eHa roxe K0HUeTIUH51 npHMeHeHHJI H0B0ro napaxrerpa KaK
rno6aJJbHOH KpHTepHH oueuxa xaxecrna reo.11e3114ecKHX cereii. 0TJTH'laIOlllHXCJI HeKOTOp0H
He0.UH0p0.UH0CTblO CHCTeMbl 1-1a6moL1eHHH.


